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·1· 

 

The Eastern Iranian languages form an independent group within the Iranian branch of the 

Indo-European languages. The presented thesis aims to present an outline of development of 

the Eastern Iranian languages – as languages develop, they usually start to differ from its 

relatives by development of various innovations and/or by preservation of archaisms. The spread 

of innovations and preservation of archaisms may vary in individual languages or dialects and 

study of sets of common innovations and/or archaisms may characterize grouping of languages 

of a given branch. To see the Eastern Iranian archaisms and innovations I have decided to focus 

on three fields of study – 1) an outline of the Eastern Iranian languages, 2) historical grammar of 

Sogdian and Yaghnōbī and 3) lexical study. 

The first part will be dedicated to the description of the attested Eastern Iranian languages 

and dialects – each language (or a subgroup) will be briefly described with focus on common 

data about the individual language(s), with an overview of main phonetic changes and grammar 

outline. For the overviews I will mark only some archaic and innovative features of the 

individual languages as for each language can be written separate book on its historical grammar 

and phonology. I would also like to (re)examine commonly accepted grouping of the Eastern 

Iranian languages into the Northern and Southern branches as it seems to me that this grouping 

needs a new revision. 

The second part will present comparation of development of Sogdian and Yaghnōbī – i.e. 

two languages that are considered closely related by many scholars (e.g. BOGOLYUBOV 1956; 

KLIMCHITSKIY 1935), but none of them has ever presented thorough study of their differences – 

Yaghnōbī was in common just considered as a dialect quite different from literary Sogdian. By 

comparation of phonology and morphology of both languages I would like to show main 

differences between them and if possible I would like to try to define interrelationship of 

Sogdian and Yaghnōbī. The comparative study of Yaghnōbī and Sogdian has been taken 

intentionally – as both languages are comparable from diachronic point of view, their 

comparison may answer more questions than just their “dialectal” relationship. Historical 

development of Sogdian and Yaghnōbī will be compared with the other Eastern Iranian 

languages with focus on the Pāmīr group. 

The third part will present a study of Sogdian and Yaghnōbī lexicon. I have compared 

Yaghnōbī and Sogdian lexicon according to the “Swadesh List” of 207 words combined with 

“Standard Word List Items” presented in Sociolinguistic Survey of Northern Pakistan. The lexical 

items of both languages will be supplemented by their etymology. The choice of the Swadesh 

List was not motivated by attempts of glottochronological study of both languages – I just 

wanted to exploit an accepted list of basic vocabulary. Both lists try to present unbiased choice 

of basic vocabulary so in this issue I have also to study eventual loans (mainly in case of 

Yaghnōbī). 

As can be seen from outlines of all three parts, my study of the Eastern Iranian archaisms 

and innovations aims to present new classification of the Eastern Iranian branch with focus on 

position of Sogdian and Yaghnōbī within this language branch. 
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* * * 

The Iranian languages form a group of genetically related languages and dialects that developed 

from the Indo-Iranian branch of the Indo-European languages. By use of methods of historical 

and comparative linguistics we can explain the origin of the Iranian languages as a split of the 

Indo-Iranian branch of *Proto-Indo-European language. The original *Proto-Indo-Iranian 

language broke up into the four main branches: Iranian, Nūristānī (or Kāfir), Dardic and Indo-

Aryan. Particular prehistoric dialects of Indo-Iranian share with *Proto-Indo-European (and 

also with many other Indo-European languages) many common features – so called archaisms as 

well with series of innovations that set them apart from the proto-language. Some of the 

innovations can be observed in more branches of the Indo-European languages, but are not 

phenomena proper to the original system of reconstructed *Proto-Indo-European. 

The Iranian languages are divided into two main branches – Western and Eastern. Their 

division is based on agreed conventional brake up of two Old Iranian dialects according to their 

geographical location to the East and West respectively from the deserts of Central Iran 

(ÈDEL’MAN 1986, 3). Present geographical spread of the Eastern and Western Iranian languages 

and their speakers has changed due to historical migrations of the Iranian peoples (e.g. Western 

Iranian Balōchī is nowadays located in Eastern Iran and Western Pakistan or the Eastern Iranian 

Ossetic is to be found on the Caucasus), the contemporary location of the Iranian languages is 

not relevant for their classification. The Iranian languages can be thus considered as an offspring 

of the Indo-European proto-language with which they are connected by genetic relationship 

and a preservation of some (*Proto-)Indo-European archaisms, on the other hand they differ 

from *Proto-Indo-European by several innovations which define this language family from 

historical point of view. 

We are informed about the history of the Old Iranian languages by means of indirect 

sources. Herodotus for example mentions several Scythian words, in one case he even presents 

an etymology (HERODOTUS IV, 110; HINGE 2006). He also mentioned that the Sauromatians 

speak the language of Scythia, but they do not speak it well because the Amazons did not learn 

properly the Scythian language – Herodotus mentioned that the Amazons married some 

Scythians and by this the Sauromatian nation came into being (HERODOTUS IV, 117). 

Herodotus also writes about an older poem, Arimaspea, written by Aristeas of Proconnesus 

(HERODOTUS IV, 13). It is said that Aristeas described the habits and the language of Scythian 

Issedonians (Issedones) and Arimaspians (Arimaspi) who dwelled in regions to the North-East 

of the Pontic or Black Sea (ALEMANY I VILAMAJÓ 1999). Unfortunately, Aristeas’ Arimaspea has 

not came down up to these days, it is only mentioned in the Histories of Herodotus and also in 

Περὶ ὕψους by Longinus and in Chiliades (or Book of Histories) by John (Ioannes) Tzetzes 

(TZETZES, Chil. VII, 686-692). In the Anabasis of Arrian there are mentioned several local tribal 

and personal names of Central Asia, but we miss any reference to the languages of the region, 

the only relevant information is that the river Ἰαξάρτης (Sīr Daryā) was called Ὀρξάντης in a 

language of barbarians of Sogdiana (ARRIAN III, 30.13). In Strabo’s Geography is mentioned, that 
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the northern part of Ἀρειανή (i.e. approximately area of modern Afghanistan, Eastern Iran, 

Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and North-western Pakistan) is inhabited by Bactrian and Sogdian 

peoples who do speak similar languages (STRABO, Geography, XXV, 2:8). The city of Kūrkat in 

present northern Tajikistan is known from the antiquity – it is spelled either as Κῡρούπολις or as 

Κῡρέσχατα; we can discover more about the local Iranian dialect by the analysis of both Greek 

names: Κῡρούπολις is probably a calque of Iranian appellative *Kūruš-kąϑā- ‘city of Cyrus’. What 

is even more interesting is the form Κῡρέσχατα, it can be an attempt to render the local name 

*Kūruš-kąϑā- (cf. Tjk. and Pers. Kūrkát); the Greek name is probably contaminated by another 

Greek word ἐσχάτη ‘the farthest’ (probably by an influence by the name of the city of Alexandria 

the Farthest – Ἀλεξάνδρεια Ἐσχάτη, present Khujand, in the Soviet period known as Leninabad). 

City of Ῥωξανάκη mentioned by Ctesias of Cnidus can be connected with city of Rōshān 

(Rōshānī        , Tajik    ) in Tajik Badakhshān (ABAEV 1949, 178). 

 

The Iranian language family is conventionally divided into two basic groups – Eastern and 

Western Iranian. Differences between these two groups begun to appear probably in the Old 

Iranian period and became more distinctive in the Middle Iranian period. Each of these groups 

later split into two subgroups – South and North subgroup. Among the North Eastern Iranian 

are classified Scythian dialects and *Sauromatian (in the Old Iranian period), Sarmatian, Alanic, 

Sogdian (Middle Iranian period) and Ossetic and Yaghnōbī (New Iranian period). South Eastern 

Iranian languages are represented by dialects of the Saka (mainly Khōtanese and Tumshuqese), 

Bactrian (Middle Iranian period), the Pāmīr languages (Shughnī-Rōshānī group

1

, Yazghulāmī, 

Wanjī, Wakhī, Ishkāshmī-Sanglēchī, Munjī-Yidghā and probably Sarghulāmī), Pashtō and 

Waṇetsī (New Iranian period). Questionable is classification of the Avestan language – it is 

probably one of the South Eastern Iranian, Khwārezmian is variously classified as North or 

South Eastern Iranian; the most complicated is classification of Parāchī and Ōrmuṛī – some 

scholars claim them as North Western Iranian but some other hive off new – Southeast branch 

within Eastern Iranian. 

The South Western Iranian languages and dialects differ from other Iranian languages by 

significant isogloss Ir. *ʦ, *ʣ, *ʦu  > *ϑ, *d (< *δ ??), *s; such isogloss, however, does not separate 

North Western Iranian languages from Eastern Iranian, cf. development of Ir. *ʦ, *ʣ, *ʦu  > *s, 

*z, *sp
2

. Differences between the (North) Western Iranian and Eastern Iranian have to be looked 

up within other features. 

However, distinctive features cannot be found only on phonological level. There were not 

many phonological differences between the Eastern and Western Iranian in the Middle Iranian 

period, one of the essential features was development of word-initial voiced stops *b-, *d-, *g- 

and development of clusters *ft and *xt. To establish a border between the Eastern and Western 

                                              

1

 Id est Shughnī, Shākhdaraī, Bajūī, Khūfī, Rōshānī, Bartangī, Rāshārvī and Sarīqōlī. 
2

 But in Wakhī *ʦu  > š and in Khōtanese *ʦu  > śś [ʆ]. 
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Iranian, lexical (e.g. in many works presented example *gari- × *k u   - ‘mountain’ and *kap - × 

ʦ   - ‘fish’; cf. SIMS-WILLIAMS 1989a, 168-169) and grammatical differences should be also 

taken into account. There can be mentioned some other words from lexicon that can be 

considered typical for the Eastern Iranian area: 

 

*abi-ar- ‘to find, to obtain’ >   √βyr √byr /√βīr/, Khwār. βyr- ʾβyr-, 

Yazgh. vir-, Yagh. vīr-; 

*(h)á d - ‘blind’ > Khōt. hana- ʾnt ʾnd /aṁd/, Munj. yā dəy, Pasht. ṛū d, Ōrm. 

hō d (but cf. Parth. hand); 

* u  -sú t -(ka-) ‘clean, purified’ > Khōt. Tumshuq. vasuta- ʾwswγty, ʾws(ʾ)wγtʾk 

ʾwswγtyy γ ωσογδο /ōsuγd/, Oss. (without prefix) sыγdæg ‖ suγdæg, Khwār. 

(with other prefix) (ʾ)fsγd; 

*dráu  - ‘hair’ > Khōt. drau- ẓw-y    əwí , Yagh. d ráu  ‖ d ráu , Oss. ærdu ‖ ærdo, 

Shugh. cīw, Rōsh. cōw, Yazgh. c  Ōrm. drī × Pers.  ō   < *  u d -; 

*ką t - ‘house’ > Sogd. ktʾy, ktʾk qt, qty(y), ktyy qṯy /kə καδ(α)γο /kad(a)g/, 

Yagh. kat, Shugh. čīd, Rōsh. Khūf. čod, Bart. čȫd, Rāshrv. čǖd, Sarīq. čed, Yazgh. k d, Munj. 

ḱay, Yidgh. kʸε , Ave. kata- (+ Parth. Pahl. kdg) × Pers.  ā á < -ka- (but Sogd. 

γʾnʾk(h) xʾnʾ xun, Ishk. xon, Sangl.  ā ); 

*kút -, *kutī-  ʾkwt-y kwt-y, qwt-y /ᵊkʷətí/, Bactr. κοδο /kud/, Yagh. kut, 

Oss. kʷыʒ ‖ kuy, Shugh-Rōsh. kud, Sarīq. kыd, Yazgh. k°od, Ishk. kьd × Pers. sag < *ʦu ą -ka-, 

Med. σπάκα (but Khōt. śve, Wakh. š č, Pasht. spay (f. spə  ), Waṇ. sp  ( . spī), Ōrm. ᵊspuk, 

Parāch. ᵊspȫ); 

* á  ϑa- myδ m(ʾ)yδ  myδ, my(y)δδ myϑ, mỿϑ, myd /mēϑ/, Khwār. myϑ 

/mēϑ/, Yagh. mēs  ‖ mēt  , Shugh.  ēϑ, Rōsh. Khūf. Bart. Rāshrv.  īϑ, Sarīq. maϑ, Yazgh. miϑ, 

Ishk may, Sangl.  ē  , Munj. Yidgh.  ī   × Pers. rōz < *ráu č - (but Pasht. wraʒ, rwaʒ, Waṇ. 

wrez, Ōrm. wriez, wrioz); 

*pati-gaʣ- ‘to accept’ > Khōt. p jāys- √pcγʾ(ʾ)z /√pə pcγʾz-; 

*ʦ - ‘enemy’ > Khōt. Tumshuq. sā  -    sʾn /sān/, Oss. son × Pers. duš á  < 

*duš-mana- (cf. SIMS-WILLIAMS 1989a, 169; SIMS-WILLIAMS 1996b [online]). 

 

Division of Eastern Iranian languages into Northern and Southern branch (and eventually 

South-eastern branch if we will consider Ōrmuṛī and Parāchī as members of the Eastern Iranian 

languages) is often used by many scholars, only few of them explain the criteria of such 

classification, so it seems that this division was more based on (modern) geographical 

distribution of the Eastern Iranian languages. Some criteria for dividing the Eastern Iranian 

languages were presented by Vera Sergeevna RASTORGUEVA (1966, 198), but only a few of them 

fit the classification of the Northern and Southern branches of East Iranian. Comparation of 

selected sound changes and other features can characterize some isoglosses in the Eastern 

Iranian languages, but some changes are common for many of these languages regardless to 

their ranking to the Northern or Southern branch. Instead of classification of the Northern and 

Southern branch, there can be better postulated a dialect continuum than two different 

branches; the only (?) branch that seems to show more distinctive features is the South-eastern 
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branch which continues in the Ōrmuṛī-Parāchī subgroup. As distinctive features of the South 

Eastern Iranian branch can be considered 1) preservation of archaic formation of plural (i.e. 

absence of innovation of plural form by adding an abstract suffix *- ); 2) sonorization of 

intervocalic *-š-; 3) change of Ir. *rd, *rt; 4) change of Ir. *rʣ, *rʦ and 5) emergence of 

innovated form of the second person plural personal pronoun from combination of forms of the 

second person singular and first person plural. All the above mentioned changes have not 

emerged in all South Eastern Iranian area: feature 1) have not took place in Yazghulāmī (and 

except some non-productive forms in Ishkāshmī); intervocalic *-š- has not been sonorized in 

Bactrian and probably also in Sarghulāmī; changes under the point 3) have not taken place in 

Bactrian and Wakhī; in Munjī, Yidghā and Wakhī (and probably also in Bactrian) has not taken 

place change point 4); innovated forms of plural the second person plural (point 5)) are present 

in all South Eastern Iranian languages, but in Parāchī, Saka dialects and in Khwārezmian they 

come from a different source than from the above mentioned. 

The Modern Eastern Iranian languages can be divided into five branches: I Northern 

(Sogdo-Scythian) group; II North-eastern (Saka) group, III Central (Pā īr) group, IV Southern 

(Paṭhā ) group and V South-eastern (H  dūkush) group. Group I can be defined by innovated 

plural ending *- - (comparable to Yazghulāmī), preservation of intervocalic *-š- (shared with 

Bactrian and Wakhī but excluding Ossetic). Groups III, IV, V have undergone common change 

of form of the second person personal pronoun, in languages of these groups there are 

innovated forms of plural, they may be influenced by Indo-Aryan or Dardic pronouns. 

Innovated forms of the second person plural often comes from combination of personal 

pronoun of the second person singular with form of the first person plural 

*ta/u-*ah -(k/xam-), or *ta/u-₍ṣ₎ma- copied from Indo-Aryan (cf. Maiyā
 
 tus; Ṣiṇā tsa/o; Lahndā 

tus) different form is just in Parāchī. Groups II and IV share sonorization of word-initial *fr-, 

*ϑr-, *xr-. 

Some isoglosses can be demonstrated on following examples: 

 

*čáš   - ‘eye’  

I c(š) -y cm-y(y), cš -y c(y)m-y, cš -y /čɨ(š)mí/; Oss. cæst, casm ‖ cans 

‘window-opening’ 

II Khōt. tseʼ    -  

III Ishk. com, Sangl. cāṃ, Zēb. cō , Munj. čō , Yidgh. č  , Shugh. Baj. cē , 

Rōsh. Khūf. cā , Bart. cē , Rāshrv. cī , Sarīq. cem, Yazgh. , Wakh. č ə(ẓ )m 

V Ōrm. c  ī, čī , c  m  

? Khwār. cm-, c  - /camma/, Ave. č š   - 
 

*ϑr     - ‘three’  

I ʾδry ʾδryw (ʾ)δry ʾδry(y) šy /ᵊš ai  /, Yagh. s  ráy ‖ t  ráy, Oss. ærtæ  

II Khōt. drai, Tumshuq. dre  

III Yidgh.    ray,   uroy, Munj.    r y, Shugh. aray, Baj. Bart. Rōsh.  rāy, Sarīq. 
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aroy, Ishk. r y, Sangl. rōy, Yazgh. c y, Wakh. trū(y) {Bactr. υαρηιο /hərēy/}  

IV Pasht. drē, Waṇ. dre  

V Ōrm. ṣ ȫ, ṛ ī, Parāch. šī, šu  

? Khwār. šy /šē/, Ave. ϑrā  ō 
 

*  uš  ‘you’  

I (ʾ)š ʾγw, ʾš ʾγh ʾš ʾx(w), š ʾx š ʾx /ᶤ šᵘ , 

Oss. sы    ‖ sumax  

II Khōt. uhu, , u ä, LKhōt. ama  

III Wakh. , Ishk. tь ь , Sangl. təməx, Munj.  ō , Yidgh. , , Shugh. 

Rōsh. Khūf. tama, Bart. Rāshrv. t  āš, Sarīq. t   š {Bactr. τωμαχο, τομαχο, 

ταμαχο, /tōmāx, tumāx, tamāx/}  

IV Pasht. , , Waṇ. tās  

V Parāch. wā, Ōrm. tō s, tyūs  

? Ave. yū ə m, Khwār. hβy 
 

*g u š - ‘ear’  

I Sogd. γwš /γōš/, Yagh. γūš, Oss. qus ‖ γos, Scyth. 

⃝

γωσος  

II Khōt. gguv’ -, ggū’  

III Wakh.   iṣ , Ishk. γ ₍ḷ₎, Sangl. γōḷ, Shugh. γ    , Rōsh. γōw, Sarīq. γawl, 

Yazgh. γəvon, Munj. γūy, Yidgh. γ   

IV Pasht. γw ǵ, γwaẓ   

V Ōrm. gōī, gōy, Parāch. gū  

? Khwār. γwx /γōx/, Ave. g oš - 
 

The issue of reclassification of the Eastern Iranian languages was only outlined in this 

thesis, the question still waits for its thorough examination. Valentina Stepanovna Sokolova 

studied genetic relations of Yazghulāmī and the Shughnī-Rōshānī group (SOKOLOVA 1967) and 

later relations of the Shughnī-Yazghulāmī group with Munjī (SOKOLOVA 1973). Studies of 

genetic relations of Munjī and Yidghā with Bactrian and also interrelations of Bactrian with the 

Paṭhān languages can answer the question of position of Bactrian within the Eastern Iranian 

group. In a similar way can be studied relationship of Wakhī and the Saka languages – Wakhī 

appears to share several isoglosses with the Saka languages, but the language shows probable 

adstrate or substrate phenomena that link it closer to the languages of Pāmīr. Classification of 

the language of Khwārezm remains to be rather complicated – Khwārezmian shares several 

isoglosses with Alano-Ossetic languages and with the languages of Pāmīr on one hand, on the 

other hand there are some  similarities with North-Western Iranian Sangesārī (cf. Aʿ AM  – 

WINDFUHR 1972), there are also some isoglosses shared with Sogdian (cf. SIMS-WILLIAMS 

1989a, 170); summary of possible connections of Khwārezmian with Avestan have been presented 

by David Neil MACKENZIE (1988) and by Vladimir Aronovich LIVSHITS (1962, 140). 
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Majority of the Eastern Iranian languages can be studied mainly from synchronous point of view 

– these languages and dialects are attested as individual stages of the Eastern Iranian branch but 

with some exceptions we do not know their older development stages. There is exception 

within the North Eastern Iranian branch – in this case both Yaghnōbī and Ossetic can be 

compared with their closely related ancestors. The development of Ossetic can be continuously 

observed from the Old Iranian period – there are many similar features in the Scytho-Sarmatian 

dialects and in Alanic that can be compared with Ossetic and we can even suppose that Ossetic 

is a modern descendent of one of Alanic (or Sarmatian or even Sauromatian) dialects. Similar 

situation applies for Sogdian and Yaghnōbī – these two languages are very similar from many 

points of view, Yaghnōbī has been even labelled ‘Neo Sogd   ’ by some authors (BOGOLYUBOV 

1956; KLIMCHITSKIY 1935; SKJÆRVØ 1989, 375-376), nowadays many scholars are inclined to 

believe that Yaghnōbī may come from some non-attested non-literary dialect of Sogdian 

(BIELMEIER 1989, 480; SIMS-WILLIAMS 1989b, 173), Al’bert Leonidovich Khromov expressed an 

opinion that Yaghnōbī could have originate in a non-attested Sogdian dialect of Ustrōshana 

(KHROMOV 1987, 645), unfortunately there is no relevant data to confirm this hypothesis. 

On the basis of the above mentioned data we can declare that a thorough diachronic and 

synchronic study of the Eastern Iranian languages is possible in its Northern branch – but in the 

case of Ossetic comparable material lies mainly in lexicon, development of grammar and syntax 

is blurred (cf. ABAEV 1949). It is of course possible to outline historical development of other 

(New) Eastern Iranian languages, but in these cases it is necessary to deal only with methods of 

historical and comparative linguistics because there are not attested direct ancestors of these 

languages. 

Based on the above mentioned facts the main theme of this thesis is the comparison of 

Sogdian and Yaghnōbī – information on Sogdian are available in a large text corpora from which 

we can learn about Sogdian grammar, lexicon and syntax; Yaghnōbī as a living language is so far 

undrawn repository of knowledge – to linguists Yaghnōbī is known a little bit more than 

hundred years, within that period of time some texts, grammars and lexicons have been 

published, at the present time a research on the Yaghnōbī language and ethnography is under 

patronage of the Academy of Sciences of the Republic of Tajikistan, where under the Ru 
 
dak  

Institute of Language and Literature falls the Dep rt e t o  Y gh ōbī Stud es. In case of 

Yaghnōbī (and the other Modern Eastern Iranian languages except Ossetic) it is also necessary 

to follow development of Modern Persian, mainly its variety in Tajikistan. 

A comparison of the Sogdian and Yaghnōbī material can solve the issue of the relationship 

of both of these languages. It can be supposed that both languages developed from one common 

North Eastern Iranian proto-language or proto-dialect, such proto-language will be labelled 

*Proto-Sogdic (i.e. a Central Asiatic variety of “Scythian”) here. Later *Proto-Sogdic split into 

two (or even more) main dialects – *Proto-Sogdian and *Proto-Y gh ōbī. Both *Proto-Sogdian 

and *Proto-Yaghnōbī are reconstructed as predecessors of the attested languages – Sogdian and 

Yaghnōbī, besides those two languages there may have been Sogdian dialects of Bukhārā, 
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Ustrōshana and Zhetisu – *Bukhāran Sogdian is attested by several short texts, *Zhetisu 

Sogdian is attested on several inscriptions and from historical sources while *Ustrōshanian 

remains to be a hypothetical Early Mediaeval ancestor of Yaghnōbī, *Ustrōshanian is also 

thought to be an ancestor of hypothetic *Zarafshānī language/dialect which remained as 

substrate in Tajik dialects of Mastchōh, Falghar and Fōn. 

The *Proto-Sogdic language split into two reconstructible dialects – *Proto-Sogdian and 

*Proto-Yaghnōbī. For description of the historical phonology of Sogdian it is necessary to 

outline several stages of development of the Sogdian language, see following scheme: 

 

 *Proto-Sogdic  

 *Proto-Sogdian    /    *Proto-Yaghnōbī  

 *Old Sogdian language of Sogdian translation of Aṣ əm vohū 

4

th

-5

th

 cent. Preclassical Sogdian the Ancient Letters 

 Early Classical Sogdian Christian document C 2 

7

th

-9

th

 cent. Classical Sogdian (& Bukhār   d  lect) majority of texts 

 Postclassical Sogdian (& Zhetisu dialect) Brāh ī docu e ts, Chr st    docu e t C 5 

half of the 11

th

 (?) cent. (death of Sogdian)  

(middle ages) *Zarafshānī preserved only in central Tajik dialects 

up to cca. 1900 Early Modern Yaghnōbī preserv t o  o  “  jhūl” ō   d ϑ 

from cca. 1900 Contemporary Yaghnōbī  

 

Yaghnōbī appears in some aspects more archaic in comparison to Sogdian – it preserves 

archaic position of stress, augment (though the augment has been innovated in Yaghnōbī), and 

also better preserves inherited vowels (i.e. there is no reduction of unstressed vowels to Schwa as 

there were no phenomena related to the Sogdian Rhythmic Law) and Yaghnōbī dialects show 

that origins of both dialects can be of an old date. Archaic is also formation of ergative 

construction in Yaghnōbī and another archaism shared with Avestan, Khōtanese and 

Khwārezmian is preservation of archaic preterite ending of the third person plural *-ār. On 

contrary, Sogdian shows archaic features mainly in morphology – the operation of the Sogdian 

Rhythmic Law preserved archaic inflectional system for light stem words, and also verbal 

morphology – Sogdian preserves more inherited verbal forms then does Yaghnōbī. 

Both languages share some innovations – main similarity is development of nominal 

inflection in Yaghnōbī and in case of the heavy stems in Sogdian – development of direct and 

oblique cases is comparable, moreover, Yaghnōbī lost vocative case. Another shared innovation 

(typical also for other North Eastern Iranian languages) is formation of plural with the abstract 

suffix *-t(u -. Sogdian innovated ergative construction as it replaced copula by the verb *dār- 

‘to hold’ for transitive verbs (cf. similar development in Khwārezmian), another innovations can 

be seen in new suffixed forms of verbal inflection. The most important innovation in Sogdian 

was a stress-shift (“Stress III”) and subsequent operation of the Rhythmic Law – in this case 

originally phonetic change strongly influenced morphology and phonology of the language. 

Yaghnōbī innovations show spread of prefixed augment by analogy to all verbal forms regardless 
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of their original prefixes and also reanalysis of verbal endings – original durative ending - št 

serves to form simple present and future tenses or as durative marker for the imperfect. 

 

Development of stress in the *Proto-Sogdic language is essential to understand phonology of 

Sogdian and Yaghnōbī and also to discover differences between both languages. It is not 

necessary to focus on position of stress in *Proto-Iranian because there was a stress shift in 

*Proto-Sogdic from which both languages developed. The reconstruction of *Proto-Iranian 

stress is complex – it can be supposed that the *Proto-Iranian stress was mobile and its position 

was similar to Vedic. For the reconstruction of Old Iranian stress is essential to study stress in 

Pashtō (GRYUNBERG – ÈDEL’MAN 1987, 38-39). Position of stress changed also in the other 

Eastern Iranian languages, mainly in the Pāmīr languages where stress shifts caused either 

syncopation of unstressed vowels or changes of stressed vowels under operation of ā- or 

i-Umlaut; nowadays all Pāmīr languages of Badakhshān have stress on the last syllable. 

It seems that predecessors of both Yaghnōbī and Sogdian underwent the same or very 

similar stress shifts, the results of operations of stress slightly differ in both languages. Some 

Sogdian words point to original *Proto-(Eastern-)Iranian stress, the place of this stress (Stress I) 

can be reconstructed after operation of i-   zyrn /zeṙn/ < *ʣár     - ‘gold’ 

(SIMS-WILLIAMS 1989b, 181). Stress later shifted to another position (Stress II): the stress fell on 

penultimate or antepenultimate syllable. Words with penultimate stress were either disyllabic 

words or words with a penultima containing long syllable i.e. syllable containing either long 

vowel (long either naturally or rhythmically) or a diphthong (diphthong could have been formed 

also by a nasal or ⁽*⁾r) in a closed syllable; in other positions the stress shifts on antepenultima. 

Position of stress in Yaghnōbī comes from the results of operation of the Stress II, this stress 

can be observed in Sogdian in results of operation of i-Umlaut of several words. Such stress shift 

is also probably related with change of its strength – many unstressed vowels (in Yaghnōbī often 

all syllables) were reduced or even syncopated, mainly short vowels directly preceding or 

following a stressed syllable. 

Other stress shift (Stress III) took place only in Sogdian, and this change is related operation 

of the Sogdian Rhythmic Law; but no such shift has taken place in Yaghnōbī. The Rhythmic 

Law, which was originally only a phonological feature caused many other changes in Sogdian 

morphology. The Rhythmic Law divides Sogdian words into two groups – in so-called light and 

heavy stems (cf. SIMS-WILLIAMS 1984; GMS §484-530). As the heavy stems we can classify words 

with stressed root syllable, in fact stress falls on the first possible rhythmically long syllable (i.e. 

either on a long vowel or on a diphthong – in this case diphthongs are considered groups    , 

 u , Vṙ, Vṁ in closed syllable), the heavy stems end with a consonant in majority of words. In the 

light stems stress shifted to the ending – the light stem words do not have rhythmically long root 

syllables and the stress shifted towards the end of the word, and thus *Proto-Sogdian endings 

have been preserved. Emergence of the Rhythmic Law also influenced reduction of vowels in 

unstressed syllables, mainly when they followed stress – in the heavy stems the original endings 
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disappeared but they remained in the light stem forms. Subsequently the last stress shift 

(Stress IV) appears – this stress shifts to the ultimate syllable (Nicolas Sims-Williams suggests 

this development after an analysis of Sogdian documents in the Brāhmī script, some evidence of 

this feature can be found in several vocalized documents in the Syriac script; SIMS-WILLIAMS 

1996a, 312-313) 

As indicated above, mere shifts in stress position presented a significant feature which 

resulted in further sound changes in Sogdian and in Yaghnōbī. Both languages probably shared 

similar changes of stress for quite a long period of time during their common development. 

Yaghnōbī retained original stress on (ante)penultima (i.e. Stress II) Sogdian, however, was more 

progressive and there developed another innovation in stress (Stress III), this shift was motivated 

by rhythmical weight of a syllable – the operation of Stress III and the Sogdian Rhythmic Law is 

one of the most important distinctive features distinguishing Yaghnōbī from Sogdian. 

We can distinguish three development stages of stress changes: Stress I, Stress II and 

Stress III – the first two stages can be observed in both languages (there are sources for position 

of the Stress I mainly in Sogdian, but they can be suggested in Yaghnōbī), Stress III is just 

Sogdian development – in the scientific literature the Stress III is labelled as the Sogdian 

Rhythmic Law. In the presented thesis I will use the term “ hyth  c L w” just for the outcome 

of the operation of the Stress III in all its complexity, mainly as a feature influencing Sogdian 

grammar; the label Stress III means only phonological shift of stress. In Late Sogdian Stress IV 

followed. A good example of all stress shifts can be seen in the following example: Stress I 

*aʣá  ‘I’ (Pasht. zə; Waṇ. ze; Munj. za; Yidgh. zo, zə; cf. Ave. azəm, Ved.  há ; Ide. *h eg    ) 

> Stress II *áz   (Proto-Sogdic *ázu; Yagh. ⁽*⁾ z; Wakh. wuz; Ishk. az(i); Sangl. azə; azi; 

Yazgh. az; Shugh. (w)uz; Rōsh. az; Khūf. Rāshrv. Sarīq. waz; Bart. āz) > Stress III   

ʾzw, /əzú/ > Stress IV Sogd. zw /zu/ (?). 

 

There are also several phonetic differences in development of Sogdian and Yaghnōbī – these 

features can be considered dialectal and probably they originally led to the assumption that 

Yaghnōbī may be a dialect of Sogdian. According to the analysis of stress shifts in languages 

derived from *Proto-Sogdic it can be suggested, that phonological development was also 

influenced by stress, namely in *(Proto-)Sogdian, where original short unstressed vowels 

changed to Schwa (ə or its allophone ɨ), but remained unchanged in Yaghnōbī. 

In morphology the differences between Yaghnōbī and Sogdian arise, mainly due to the 

operation of the Rhythmic Law, but there are also other phenomena that have not been 

influenced by stress. Fundamental is development of augment in Sogdian and Yaghnōbī – in 

Sogdian augment has been lost for all non-prefixed verbs, but it has been preserved as so-called 

internal augment for prefixed verbs (i.e. reflects of augment can be seen after a verbal prefix, in 

this case prefix usually changes its phonetic form when followed by augment), but in Yaghnōbī 

augment remained as a distinctive feature of imperfect and was reanalysed by analogy for all 

verbs as a prefix even for those containing historical verbal prefixes. Other essential 
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morphological features are two archaisms preserved only in Yaghnōbī – preservation (and 

reanalysis) of peripheral preterite ending -ōr < *-ār < Ide. *-(o)ro / -(o)ror and preservation of 

imperfect ending of the first person plural -ō  < *-ā   in Western Yaghnōbī (in Eastern 

Yaghnōbī and in Sogdian the imperfect ending of the first person plural has been replaced by 

original optative ending *-      -ī , Sogd. -ē ). The fact that Yaghnōbī dialects 

developed two different imperfect  endings of the first person plural may indicate an early split 

of *Proto-Yaghnōbī and *Proto-Sogdian, and subsequent innovation of imperfect endings in 

(*Proto-)Sogdian and *Proto-Eastern Yaghnōbī. 

During the development of the Sogdian language, Sogdian nominal morphology gradually 

simplified inflectional cases and light stem nouns changed their case endings and analogically 

switched to agglutinative inflection as is attested for heavy stems – the light stems formed 

minority of nominal roots and as there was double system of nominal inflection in Sogdian the 

language tended to avoid such dichotomy. As the light stem inflection switched by analogy 

towards the heavy stem inflection, there remained system of three cases – direct, oblique and 

vocative, i.e. case system similar to *Proto-Yaghnōbī. This reduced inflectional system is 

attested in late Sogdian Christian document C 5 (cf. SIMS-WILLIAMS 1982). Also verbal endings 

tended to be unified for both light and heavy stems. Similarity in “agglutinative” system of late 

Sogdian inflectional system with Yaghnōbī is striking, but only formally (or say on synchronic 

level), but diachronically the development in both languages differ. The late Sogdian (or 

“C 5-Sogdian”) system of nominal inflection cannot be considered as a source for development 

of Yaghnōbī inflectional system as there are still different patterns of stress development in both 

languages – diachronically Yaghnōbī still preserves stress on its position as it was in 

*Proto-Sogdic (i.e. Stress II), but (*Proto-)Sogdian certainly developed later stress shift – 

Stress III that influenced also morphology of the language (i.e. so-called Rhythmic Law), and 

probably later on another stress shift appeared in (late) Sogdian – Stress IV. The shift towards 

the Stress IV can be probably connected with the above mentioned simplification of nominal 

inflectional cases as attested in the document C 5 – the tendency to equalize the three-case 

system of the heavy stems and the six-case system of the light stems led towards a heavy stem-like 

agglutinative system. There was probable opposite tendency in stress – it tended to shift 

towards the end of a word, such tendency can be seen in analysis of Sogdian versification by Elio 

PROVASI (2009, 351-353) whereas the final state of the Stress IV shift can be seen in the Sogdian 

documents written in the Brāhmī script (SIMS-WILLIAMS 1996a, 312-313). 

 

Lexicon of both Sogdian and Yaghnōbī differs. This fact can be caused by two facts – 

1) Sogdian is attested in various documents, but majority of texts are religious texts so the 

vocabulary often does not describe “basic” vocabulary connected with everyday life of peasants 

and other common people in Sogdiana, but such vocabulary is well attested in Yaghnōbī as the 

Yaghnōbīs are semi-nomadic pastoralists and their language preserves many “indigenous” 

terminology connected with animal husbandry and life in the mountains; and 2) there is 
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approximately a thousand years long gap between Sogdian and (Modern) Yaghnōbī, during this 

period the “world of the Sogdians” changed considerably and this development may be observed 

in development of Yaghnōbī lexicon. 

After the fall of Sogdiana and gradual disuse of the Sogdian language (Arabic and) Persian 

became the lingua franca of Central Asia and Persian strongly influenced not only (Pre-Modern) 

Yaghnōbī, but also many other languages such as the Pāmīr languages, Pashtō, Indo-Aryan 

Urdū, the Nūristānī and the Dardic languages or Turkic Uzbek, Kyrgyz etc. Modern Yaghnōbī 

preserves approximately 27% of indigenous vocabulary, other parts of lexicon are borrowings, 

calques, or Yaghnōbī-Persian (Yaghnōbī-Arabic etc.) compounds. Sogdian lexicon contains also 

number of borrowings, mainly from Sanskrit, Old Turkic and Aramaic (but excluding “Sogdian” 

words written with Aramaic ideograms). 

Both languages also show similar patterns of word-formation, even Yaghnōbī calques from 

Tajik show some Sogdic patterns of word-formation. In Yaghnōbī there still remain many 

suffixes attested in Sogdian, unfortunately many of such suffixes are unproductive in the 

contemporary language (cf. GMS §935-1166; LIVSHITS – KHROMOV 1981, 434-449; KHROMOV 

1987, 665-670). 

Some Yaghnōbī words have no Sogdian responses, Sof’ya Petrovna Vinogradova quotes 

several of them: γúrd  ‘eye’, γayk ‘daughter’, rax ‘mouth’

3

,  ōs- ‘to take’ (VINOGRADOVA 2000, 

310), there are many other words without Sogdian etymology, but some of those words have 

etymology in the Pāmīr languages, e.g. Yagh. γayk ‘daughter, girl’ may be connected with 

Yazgh. γ č ǵ, Shugh. γāc, Rōsh. γac, Sarīq. γoc; Yagh.  ‘Saponaria Griffithiana Boiss. 

plant’ ~ Khūf. wuδm; Yagh. p rá  ‘Cousina umbrosa Buge plant’ ~ Khūf. piram, Yagh.  ‖ 

 ‘home-made paper-like thin cotton cloth’ ~ Shugh.    wī  , Bart.    wī č, Khūf.    wī č, 

  uw   , Rōsh.    wū č; Yagh. xᵘ ‘crow, magpie’ ~ Shugh. Khūf. k    pc and many other. The 

Yaghnōbī–Pāmīrī vocabulary may be connected with local ecology and semi-nomadic lifestyle or 

it may even be associated with the Pāmīr-Hindūkush Sprachbund (cf. PAYNE 1989, 422-423). 

Unfortunately there are no attested counterparts in Sogdian. 

Some other Yaghnōbī words have been recorded in past years, but they are not used in the 

modern language: man ‘apple’,  ‘red’,  ‘yellow’, šōu  ‘black’,  ‘white’, vᵘrʉ  k 

‘eyebrow’, , γ lb lá ‘much, many’ and many other (cf. BOGOLYUBOV 1966, 359; 

KLIMCHITSKIY 1940; NOVÁK [in print]), some other *Early Modern Yaghnōbī words that were 

also similar in Sogdian were replaced by their Tajik similar-sounding counterparts: *vōγ (Sogd. 

βāγ) ‘garden’ × Tjk. > Yagh. bōγ, * ō  (Sogd.  ā ) ‘moon, month’ × Tjk. > Yagh.  ōh ‘month’ 

(cf. BOGOLYUBOV 1966, 359). 

 

From the above mentioned points it thus can be suggested, that Sogdian and Yaghnōbī are 

closely related languages, but there is no evidence that shows that Yaghnōbī developed directly 

                                              

3

 Yagh. rax has attested Sogdian form rγʾk /rə . 
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from Sogdian. If we assume that Yaghnōbī developed from a Sogdian dialect we have to define 

such dialect, but evidence of Sogdian dialects is quite deficient. It is certain that both Sogdian 

and Yaghnōbī developed from the same proto-language, but this proto-language equally differs 

from both languages in focus – I labelled the proto-language as *Proto-Sogdic which I find 

appropriate for explanation of development of both Sogdian and Yaghnōbī rather than 

*Proto-Sogdian as there has to be suggested a an intermediate development stage between 

*Proto-Sogdic and (literary) Sogdian. 

Both Yaghnōbī and Sogdian show many differences, some of them are caused by 

approximately thousand years of discontinuity of development of both language as Sogdian has 

been replaced by Persian in the 10

th

 and 11

th

 

both languages were gradually influenced by Persian, strong influence of Persian is visible mainly 

in Yaghnōbī. As both languages differ according to their attested forms, it can be said that from 

diachronic point of view they are two similar dialects/languages, both comparable in historical 

development as Sogdic dialects within the North Eastern Iranian language group. 

 

Abbreviations: 

Ave. Avestan 

Bactr. Bactrian (in Greco-Bactrian  

  alphabet) 

 Bactrian in Manichaean script 

Baj. Bajūwī 

Bart. Bartangī 

Ide. (Proto-)Indo-European 

Ir. (Proto-)Iranian 

Ishk. Ishkāshmī 

Khōt. Khōtanese 

Khūf. Khūfī 

Khwār. Khwārezmian 

Munj. Munjī 

Ōrm. Ōrmuṛī 

Oss. Ossetic 

Pahl. Middle Persian, Pahlavī 

Parāch. Parāchī 

Parth. Parthian 

Pasht. Pashtō 

Pers. (Classical) Persian 

Rāshrv. Rāshārvī 

Rōsh. Rōshānī 

Sangl. Sanglēchī 

Sarīq. Sarīqōlī 

Scyth. Scythian 

Shugh. Shughnī 

Shugh-Rōsh. Shughnī-Rōshānī group 

Sogd. Sogdian 

 Buddhist Sogdian  

 Christian Sogdian  

 Manichaean Sogdian  

 Sogdian in Sogdian script – 

  Mount Mugh documents 

 Sogdian in Sogdian script 

Tjk. Tajik 

Tumshuq. Tumshuqese 

Ved. Vedic, Old Indic 

Wakh. Wakhī 

Yagh. Yaghnōbī 

Yazgh. Yazghulāmī 

Yidgh. Yidghā 
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